1. An acoustic startle stimulus delivered in place of a 'go' signal in a voluntary reaction time (RT) task has been shown previously to advance the onset latency of a prepared distal limb movement without affecting the amplitude of the muscle response or movement kinematics. The primary goal of this study was to use muscles with a larger startle response to investigate whether the startling stimulus only triggered the RT movement or whether some form of interaction occurred between a startle response and a temporally advanced RT movement.
2. Twenty healthy male or female subjects were instructed to react as quickly as possible to an acoustic 'go' stimulus by performing a ballistic head flexion or right axial rotation. The 'go' stimulus was periodically replaced by an acoustic stimulus capable of eliciting a startle reflex. Separate startle-inducing stimuli under relaxed conditions before and after the movement trials served as control trials (CT trials). Bilateral surface electromyography of the orbicularis oculi, masseter, sternocleidomastoid and cervical paraspinal muscles, and head-mounted transducers were used to measure the muscle response and movement kinematics.
3. Muscle activation times in startled movement trials (ST trials) were about half those observed in RT trials, and were not significantly different from those observed in the startle CT trials. The duration of head acceleration was longer in ST trials than in RT trials and the amplitude of both the neck muscle electromyogram (EMG) and head kinematics was larger during ST trials than during RT trials. The EMG amplitude of ST trials was biased upward rather than scaled upward compared with the EMG amplitude of RT trials.
4. Over the 14 ST trials used in this experiment, no habituation of the reflex response was observed in the muscles studied. This absence of habituation was attributed to a combination of motor readiness and sensory facilitation.
5. The results of this experiment indicated that the neck muscle response evoked by a startling acoustic stimulus in the presence of motor readiness could be described as a facilitated startle reflex superimposed on a temporally advanced, pre-programmed, voluntary RT movement. Parallel reticular pathways to the neck muscle motoneurones are proposed as a possible explanation for the apparent summation of the startle and voluntary movement responses.
movement trials (ST trials) was not simply the summation of a normal startle response and a temporally normal voluntary RT muscle response. Valls-Solé et al. (1999) also reported no extra EMG activity in the distal limb muscles during ST trials -an observation that suggested the muscle response during these trials was also not the sum of a normal startle and a temporally advanced RT response. Based on these findings, VallsSolé et al. (1999) proposed that the startling stimulus had released a pre-programmed movement stored in subcortical structures.
This proposal of a pre-programmed movement triggered by a startle did not, however, explain what became of the descending startle volley. Since the startle-only responses in the distal limb muscles studied by Valls-Solé et al. (1999) were relatively small, it is possible that the addition of a normal startle response to an accelerated voluntary muscle response was too small to detect. The primary goal of the present experiment was to study further the potential summation of a startle response and a temporally advanced voluntary muscle response using the larger and more robust startle response of neck muscles (Brown et al. 1991; Vidailhet et al. 1992) . Ballistic, self-terminated head movements in flexion and axial rotation were used to examine two combinations of muscle synergies between the sternocleidomastoid (SCM) and cervical paraspinal (PARA) muscles. It was hypothesized that the amplitude of the neck muscle response would be larger during ST trials and that the relationship between the startled movement responses and the RT responses would provide the information needed to determine whether the startle-induced response consisted of only the triggered voluntary movement or whether it was some combination of a startle reflex and a temporally advanced movement. A preliminary report of this study has been published previously in abstract form (Siegmund et al. 2000) .
METHODS

Subjects
Twenty healthy subjects (9 female, 11 male) between 18 and 35 years of age participated in the experiment. All subjects gave their written informed consent and were paid a nominal amount for their participation. The use of human subjects for this experiment was approved by the university's Ethics Review Board and the study conformed with the Declaration of Helsinki.
Instrumentation
EMG activity in the orbicularis oculi (OO), masseter (MAS), sternocleidomastoid (SCM) and cervical paraspinal (PARA) muscles was recorded bilaterally using 10 mm pre-gelled surface electrodes (H59P, Kendall-LTP, Huntington Beach, CA, USA) and an Octopus AMT-8 amplifier (Bortec, Calgary, AB, Canada). Two uniaxial accelerometers (Kistler 8302B20S1, ±20 g, Amherst, NY, USA) and a single uniaxial angular rate sensor (ATA Sensors ARS-04E, ±100 rad s _1 , Albuquerque, NM, USA) were positioned at the subject's forehead. The sensitive axis of one accelerometer was oriented vertically to measure head acceleration during flexion movements and the sensitive axis of the other accelerometer was oriented mediolaterally to measure head acceleration during axial rotation movements. The angular rate sensor was reoriented appropriately between the blocked movement trials to capture both flexion and axial rotation movements. A high gain was used for the accelerometers to improve detection of movement onset (Corcos et al. 1993) . A force transducer (Artech S-Beam, ± 2 kN, Riverside, CA, USA) was used to measure flexion and extension loads during normalizing contractions of the SCM and PARA muscles. EMG signals were band-pass filtered at 10 Hz to 1 kHz and transducer signals were low-pass filtered at 1 kHz before being simultaneously sampled at 2 kHz and stored for subsequent analysis. Auditory signal magnitude was measured using a Cirrus Research CR252 sound level meter (Hunmanby, North Yorkshire, UK) at a location that coincided with the midpoint of the subject's ears.
Test procedures
Seated subjects underwent two blocks of 20 trials in which they were instructed to react as rapidly as possible to an auditory 'go' stimulus (76 dB, 1000 Hz, 40 ms duration) by performing a ballistic head movement. In one block of trials, subjects flexed their head and neck forward from a neutral head position; in the other block of trials, subjects axially rotated their head to the right from a neutral head position. Half the subjects underwent flexion trials first; the other half underwent rotation trials first. The 'go' stimulus was preceded by an identical warning tone at randomly varying foreperiods uniformly distributed between 1.5 and 3.5 s. The time between trials was 15 s and a rest period of about 3 min was used between blocks. Subjects received qualitative verbal feedback and enthusiastic encouragement between trials.
Subjects were not permitted to practise either motion prior to the experiment. Immediately preceding a block of trials, the experimenter described and demonstrated the desired movement to the subject and then passively moved the subject's head from the neutral position to an approximate endpoint and back to the neutral position. Subjects were then instructed to visualize practising the movement mentally without actually moving. Targets were provided to assist the subjects with moving through about 45 deg of head rotation, although subjects were instructed to focus on rapidly initiating and executing the prescribed movement rather than on endpoint repeatability. On trials 1, 4, 8, 11, 12, 15 and 20 of each block, the 'go' stimulus was replaced by a startle-inducing stimulus (124 dB, 1000 Hz, 40 ms). The warning tone was unaltered. Trials in which subjects received the 'go' stimulus were designated RT trials and trials in which the startling stimulus replaced the 'go' stimulus were designated ST trials. In addition to the two blocks of 20 trials for each movement, three startle-only control trials (CT trials) were administered: one before, one between and one after the two blocks of movement trials. For the CT trials, subjects were relaxed, i.e. not ready to move, and the startling stimuli were presented without warning stimuli.
After completion of the above protocol, subjects performed submaximal isometric contractions in flexion and extension to generate normalizing data for the SCM and PARA muscles, respectively. With a strap placed at forehead height, the seated subjects were instructed to maintain a force of 25 N with visual feedback. EMG and load cell data were acquired for 5 s during each contraction.
Data reduction
The onset of head movement was determined directly from the accelerometer data. Peak angular velocity (o max ) of the movement was determined directly from the angular rate sensor data after the raw data had been digitally compensated to reduce the sensor's highpass frequency to 0.002 Hz (Laughlin, 1998) . Angular acceleration was computed by finite differences (5 ms window) from the compensated angular velocity data, and its peak (a max ) was determined. Total head angular displacement ( max ) was computed by integrating the compensated angular velocity. The time at which each of the three angular kinematic parameters reached a maximum was also determined and the relative timing between these three maxima was used to evaluate whether the responses in the ST trials and RT trials were temporally similar. The acceleration interval was defined as the time between acceleration onset and peak angular velocity (o max ). The time between peak angular velocity and peak angle ( max ) was used to represent the deceleration interval, because some subjects continued to negatively accelerate for a considerable period after reaching their peak angular displacement.
EMG onset times were determined using a double-threshold detector (Bonato et al. 1998) and then confirmed visually. For each muscle, the root mean squared (RMS) amplitude of the EMG was calculated over the acceleration interval for movement trials. The kinematics could not be used to define a comparable interval for CT trials because little or no movement occurred. Therefore, the average duration of the acceleration interval for all movement trials was used to compute the RMS amplitude of the EMG for the first CT trial of each subject. The SCM and PARA muscle EMG amplitudes were normalized by the RMS amplitude obtained during the 5 s submaximal contraction of the corresponding muscle. Entire trials were rejected if movement preceded the stimulus or if movement did not occur within 200 ms of stimulus onset. Data from individual muscles within an accepted trial were rejected if the muscle was active within 20 ms of stimulus onset, if onset was absent, or if onset was ambiguous. Ratios and arithmetic differences were then computed from the EMG amplitude and onset latency data obtained from the left and right neck muscles under the different stimuli and movement conditions. From the EMG amplitude data, ST/RT ratios were computed by dividing the EMG amplitude observed in the ST trials by the EMG amplitude observed in the RT trials. For each subject, a separate ST/RT ratio was calculated for each of the four neck muscles in each of the two movement conditions (eight ratios per subject). Eight matching ST-RT differences were computed by subtracting the EMG amplitude of the ST trials from the EMG amplitude of the RT trials. A comparison between the ST/RT ratios and ST-RT differences in the different neck muscles and movement conditions was then used to evaluate whether the EMG amplitude observed during ST trials was a scaled or biased version of the EMG amplitude observed during RT trials. If the EMG amplitude observed during ST trials was a scaled version of that observed during RT trials, then similar ST/RT ratios would be expected in all muscles and movement conditions. If instead the EMG amplitude observed during ST trials was biased up or down relative to that observed during RT trials, then similar ST-RT differences would be expected in all muscles and movement conditions. The expected bilateral asymmetry in neck muscle activity during rotation trials provided an opportunity to compare left and right muscle activity using the same technique. For these comparisons, left/right (L/R) ratios of EMG amplitude in the left and right muscles of each functional neck muscle pair were computed for each stimulus condition and each movement direction (eight ratios per subject). Eight matching left-right (L-R) differences in the EMG amplitude were also computed. As before, a comparison between these L/R ratios and L-R differences was used to evaluate whether bilateral differences in the EMG amplitude observed during ST trials were scaled or biased versions of the EMG amplitude observed during RT trials.
In addition to computations from the EMG amplitude data, ST/RT ratios, RT-ST differences, L/R ratios and L-R differences were also computed from the onset latency data. A comparison between these ST and RT ratios and differences was used to evaluate whether the shortened onset latency observed in the ST trials was scaled forward in time or biased forward in time relative to the onset latency observed in RT trials. A comparison between the L/R ratios and L-R differences was used to evaluate whether bilateral differences in onset latencies observed during ST trials were scaled or biased versions of the bilateral differences observed during RT trials.
Statistical analysis
Prior to statistical comparisons, separate within-subject means were calculated for the dependent variables in the RT trials, ST trials and, where appropriate, CT trials. For each kinematic variable, a twoway, repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to assess differences related to stimulus type (RT, ST) and movement direction (flexion, rotation). For EMG onset times and amplitudes, a three-way, repeated-measures ANOVA for stimulus type, movement direction and muscle side (left, right) was used. Prior to statistical analysis, the RT data were checked to ensure they were normally distributed using a Kolmogorov-Smirnov one-sample test. Separate three-way ANOVAs were used for the SCM and PARA muscles. Differences in the onset latencies of both neck muscles and the onset of head acceleration between the RT, ST and CT trials were compared using a one-way, repeated-measures ANOVA. For these latter analyses, post hoc comparisons were performed using Scheffé's test.
Each of the ratios and differences computed from the onset latencies and EMG amplitudes were analysed separately for each movement direction. For each ST/RT ratio or ST-RT/RT-ST difference, a two-way, repeated-measures ANOVA for muscle (SCM, PARA) and muscle side (left, right) was used. For each L/R ratio or L-R difference, a two-way, repeated-measures ANOVA for muscle (SCM, PARA) and stimulus type (ST, RT) was used. A qualitative comparison between the results of the analyses of all ratios and differences was then made to interpret the overall relationship of the ST muscle response to the RT muscle response. A three-way, repeated-measures ANOVA was also used to compare the EMG amplitude observed in the CT trials to the difference in EMG amplitude between the ST and RT trials. The three factors in this analysis were muscle (SCM, PARA), side (left, right) and movement direction (flexion, rotation and control). All statistical tests were performed using Statistica (version 5.1, Statsoft Inc., Tulsa, OK, USA) and a significance level of a = 0.05.
RESULTS
Muscle activity was observed in the first CT trial of all subjects (Fig. 1A) . Responses to the latter two control stimuli were typically diminished and, in about 10 % of these latter trials, only the OO response remained intact (Fig. 1B) . Within the flexion and rotation blocks, rejected trials reduced the average number of ST trials per subject from 7 to 6.75 ± 0.26 (mean ± S.D.) per block and the average number of RT trials per subject from 13 to 9.1 ± 1.5 per block. All of the ST trial rejections and a small number of RT trial rejections were due to prestimulus movement; the remaining RT trial rejections were due to prolonged (> 200 ms) response times. Within accepted trials, the SCM muscles were individually rejected once and the PARA muscles were individually rejected eight times in 800 trials. Each individual rejection was due to an ambiguous onset time.
Kinematics
The timing and amplitude of the head kinematics varied with both stimulus type and movement direction (Table 1 ). Head acceleration onset and peak angular head acceleration (a max ), velocity (o max ) and displacement ( max ) all occurred earlier during ST trials compared with RT trials. The peak magnitudes of all three measures of angular head kinematics were also larger during ST compared with RT trials. Consistent with these differences in kinematics, subjects qualitatively described their movements during ST trials as being assisted by something in addition to their own will.
Overall, the duration of the head acceleration interval was longer during ST compared with RT trials; however, a similar stimulus effect was not observed in the duration of the deceleration interval (Table 1) . When the acceleration interval was examined more closely, however, a different pattern emerged. For flexion movements only, the time between acceleration onset and a max increased from 88 ± 27 ms for RT trials to 122 ± 15 ms for ST trials (post hoc, P < 0.0001) and the time between a max and o max decreased from 78 ± 15 ms for RT trials to 66 ± 21 ms for ST trials (P < 0.01). No stimulus effect was observed in the subcomponents of the acceleration interval for rotation movements.
When the head acceleration onset times during the three different trial conditions with startle tones (CT, flexion ST and rotation ST) were compared, a significant difference was detected (F 2,36 = 6.4, P = 0.004, Table 1 ). Post hoc analysis showed that the onset of head acceleration occurred earlier during flexion ST trials than during rotation ST trials; differences between the other two combinations of conditions were not significant.
EMG timing
The temporal pattern of neck muscle EMG in individual ST trials was visibly advanced compared with that in RT trials (Fig. 1C-F) . For both movements, the onset latencies of the SCM and PARA muscles during ST trials were significantly shorter and exhibited less variation 
The upper portion of the table summarizes data as a function of motion direction (control trials, flexion trials, rotation trials) and stimulus intensity (startle tone, reaction time tone). The lower portion of the table summarizes the results of seven separate, two-way, repeated-measures ANOVAs using motion direction and stimulus intensity as independent variables. Control data were not used in these analyses. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001, ****P < 0.0001. Accel, acceleration; Decel, deceleration; a, angular acceleration; o, angular velocity; , head angle; max, maximum; CT, control trial; ST, startle trial; RT, reaction time trial; flex, flexion; rot, rotation. Control data were not used in these analyses. Each statistical result is centred below its source data; *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001, ****P < 0.0001. SCM, sternocleidomastoid muscles; PARA, cervical paraspinal muscles; L, left; R, right; CT, control trial, ST, startle trial; RT, reaction time trial; flex, flexion; rot, rotation.
( Table 2 , Fig. 2A and B) . Onset latencies during ST trials were between 42 and 51 % of the respective onset latencies during RT trials (Fig. 2C) . The shorter onset latencies during ST trials were neither uniformly scaled in time nor uniformly biased forward in time relative to the onset latencies during RT trials. Within flexion movements, the SCM and PARA muscles were advanced by significantly different proportions (F 1,19 = 9.7, P = 0.006, Fig. 2C ). The arithmetic difference in onset latencies between the ST and RT trials was also significantly different for the SCM and PARA muscles during flexion movements (F 1,19 = 29.7, P < 0.0001, Fig. 2D ).
SCM activation during RT trials occurred earlier in flexion than in rotation (F 1,19 = 6.9, P = 0.017), whereas PARA activation occurred later in flexion than in rotation (F 1,19 = 8.2, P = 0.010, Fig. 2A and B) . These movement-related differences in activation times were not present during ST trials. For each muscle, the onset latencies for flexion and rotation movements during ST trials were not significantly different from each other or from those in the CT trials.
A small but significant bilateral asymmetry was present in the neck muscle activation sequence during rotation trials ( Table 2 , Fig. 2A and B) . The right SCM and right PARA muscles were active 10 ± 14 % earlier than their left counterparts (F 1,19 = 25.5, P < 0.0001) and this relative timing was not significantly different between the ST and RT conditions (Fig. 2E ). The arithmetic difference between the activation time of the right and left muscles between the ST and RT conditions, however, was significantly different (F 1,19 = 11.4, P = 0.003, Fig. 2F ).
EMG amplitude
During the acceleration portion of the head motion, the RMS amplitude of the normalized EMG was larger during ST than during RT trials for both muscles during both types of movements (Table 2 , Fig. 3A and B) . EMG amplitude was bilaterally symmetrical for all flexion trials, but bilaterally asymmetrical for all rotation trials. For both ST and RT trials during rotation, the EMG amplitude was larger for the left SCM muscle than for the right SCM muscle, whereas for the PARA muscles this pattern was reversed. The proportional increase in EMG amplitude between the RT and ST trials varied between muscle type (SCM, PARA) and muscle side (left, right) during rotation movements (Fig. 3C) or rotation movements (Fig. 3D) . The EMG amplitude of the left and right muscles appeared to be biased upward by a similar amount in both movements. This uniform upward bias implied that the difference in EMG amplitude between the left and right muscles would also be similar between stimulus conditions, and a comparison of the ratios and differences of the left and right EMG amplitudes confirmed that the RT movement appeared to be preserved on top of the upward bias in EMG amplitude present in the ST trials ( Fig. 3E and F) . A comparison between the CT trial EMG amplitude and the amount of the upward bias between the RT and ST trials for each pair of neck muscles revealed that they were significantly different (F 2,38 = 16.0, P < 0.0001). The amplitude of the CT trials varied widely (between 10 and 900 %) of the upward bias between the ST and RT trials.
Habituation
Muscle activation time, EMG amplitude or peak angular head kinematics did not change significantly with repeated exposure to startle in the ST trials (Fig. 4) . This absence of habituation was observed in both blocks of trials, and therefore normalized data from the first and second blocks were pooled for Fig. 4 . Despite the absence of habituation in ST trials, large and in some cases complete habituation of the neck muscle response was observed in the startle-only control (CT) trials between and after the movement blocks ( Fig. 1A and B) .
DISCUSSION
A loud acoustic stimulus capable of producing a startle reflex shortens the time to muscle activation in subjects ready to execute a simple RT task. Using this technique, Valls-Solé et al. (1999) observed that the EMG amplitude of a startle-induced muscle response in distal limb muscles was not different from the EMG amplitude of the RT muscle response. Based on this finding, these authors discounted a summation of the startle reflex and preprogrammed movement, and instead proposed that the startling stimulus triggered the release of a preprogrammed movement stored in subcortical structures. This proposal did not, however, explain what became of the descending startle volley.
In the current study, this same technique was used to study the startle-induced response of neck muscles ready to execute ballistic head movements. Neck muscles were selected because they have a larger startle response than distal limb muscles (Brown et al. 1991; Vidailhet et al. 1992 ) and might therefore be better suited to the study of the potential summation of startle and RT muscle responses. Two head movements, flexion and axial rotation, were used so that the within-muscle effects of startle could be examined in different muscle synergies during otherwise similar states of readiness. It was hypothesized that a comparison of the muscle response between these two movements would provide additional information with which to evaluate whether the muscle response produced by the startling stimulus was a temporally advanced, but otherwise unaltered, version of the RT muscle response, or the summation of a startle response and a temporally advanced RT muscle response.
Muscle response
The onset of neck muscle EMG activity in the current study occurred earlier in ST trials than in RT trials. Compared with RT trials, the onset of the response in the different neck muscles during ST trials was neither proportionally scaled forward in time nor biased forward in time ( Fig. 2C and D) . Instead, activation of the SCM and PARA muscles during ST trials appeared to be aligned with activation of these muscles during the startle-only CT trials. Therefore, the onset of EMG activity in the neck muscles during the ST trials was indistinguishable from and consistent with the leading edge of the descending startle volley.
The amplitude of the neck muscle response in the current study was larger in ST trials than in RT trials (Figs 1 and  3A and B) . This increased amplitude was inconsistent with the acoustic startle reflex only releasing a preprogrammed movement resident in the brainstem, and suggested that some type of interaction between the startle reflex and prepared movement had occurred. One possible interaction was a summing of the startle reflex and the movement; another possible interaction was a scaling of the movement with the intensity of the acoustic stimulus. A comparison between the ratios and arithmetic differences of the EMG amplitude from the ST and RT trials indicated that the larger muscle response during ST trials was due to an upward bias in the EMG amplitude rather than a proportional upward scaling of the EMG amplitude ( Fig. 3C and D) . This bilaterally symmetrical and movement-independent increase in EMG amplitude for both neck muscle groups suggested that the muscle response during ST trials was not just a prepared movement released by the acoustic startle reflex, but rather the summation of a temporally advanced movement and a generalized neck muscle activation due to the startle reflex.
The apparent summation of a startle reflex and a preprogrammed RT movement was also examined by comparing the EMG amplitude in the CT trials with the magnitude of the upward bias observed between the RT and ST trials. This analysis revealed that the upward bias was unrelated to the magnitude of the muscle response in the startle-only CT trials. The results of such a comparison, however, must be considered cautiously because the level of baseline readiness in the unwarned startle-only CT trials was not the same as the level of readiness in the forewarned ST trials. In contrast, the level of motor readiness in the ST trials of the flexion and rotation movement blocks was probably similar, and therefore a comparison of the startle-induced increase in EMG amplitude between the two different movements was preferred. Though needing cautious interpretation, the comparison between the EMG amplitude of the CT trials and upward bias between RT and ST trials did demonstrate that the startle reflex could generate sufficient EMG amplitude to account for the upward bias observed in the ST trials.
Increased EMG amplitude was not reported by Valls-Solé et al. (1999) in the distal limb muscles they studied. One possible explanation for the different findings reported in their study is the more variable and less robust startle response in distal limb muscles than in neck muscles (Brown et al. 1991; Chokroverty et al. 1992; Vidailhet et al. 1992) . The superposition of a small startle-related bias on a comparatively large movement-related distal muscle response may not have been qualitatively detectable by Valls-Solé et al. (1999) . Another potential explanation for the difference in the reported findings is the variable foreperiod used in the present study and the fixed foreperiod used by Valls-Solé et al. (1999) . This protocol difference may have produced differing levels of preparatory activity in the cortex, brainstem and spinal cord, and the specific state of this preparatory activity may have affected the startle-induced muscle response. A third possible explanation for differences in the reported findings lies in the brainstem circuits mediating the acoustic startle reflex; this is discussed more fully below.
A number of different pathways for the mammalian acoustic startle reflex have been proposed (see summary in Yeomans & Frankland, 1996) . All of the proposed pathways include an initial synapse in the cochlear nucleus, which then either monosynaptically or disynaptically, via neurones in or near the lateral lemniscus, terminate in midbrain reticular nuclei. The axons of the reticular nuclei then synapse either directly, or indirectly via spinal interneurones, onto spinal motoneurones. Giant neurones in the nucleus reticularis pontis caudalis (nRPC) are thought to be the sensorimotor interface of the startle reflex (Wu et al. 1988; Lingenhöhl & Friauf, 1994; Koch, 1999) . Large-diameter descending axons from these giant neurones have both sufficiently diffuse and multisegmental spinal connections (Lingenhöhl & Friauf, 1992 , 1994 and sufficiently high conduction velocities (Wu et al. 1988; Lingenhöhl & Friauf, 1994) to be strong candidates for carrying a descending startle volley. Corticoreticular fibres from the primary motor cortex and pre-motor area also terminate in the vicinity of the reticular nuclei and may provide the reticular nuclei with sufficient information of the impending movement for the reticulospinal fibres to modulate reflex actions and to coordinate posture and movement (Matsuyama & Drew, 1997; Kably & Drew, 1998) .
Based on their observation of an accelerated motor programme without increased EMG or movement amplitude, Valls-Solé et al. (1999) proposed that sufficient detail of the planned movement might be stored in the brainstem and spinal cord so that the movement could be triggered by the same reticular structures responsible for the startle reflex. Moreover, these authors suggested that the reticulospinal system might be an important response channel for ballistic RT tasks. Both proposals are consistent with the startle pathways described above. In the present study, however, EMG amplitude was larger in ST trials than in RT trials, and the increase in EMG amplitude consisted of an upward bias that was seemingly independent of the EMG amplitude present during the voluntary movement. This bias was difficult to reconcile with a single descending pathway and suggested that parallel pathways might be responsible. Pellet (1990) has shown that the head and neck startle reflex may be mediated slightly differently from the startle reflex in the limbs. Pellet (1990) observed that another reticular structure, the nucleus reticularis gigantocellularis (nRG), has monosynaptic connections with the neck muscle motoneurones and may be excited independently of the nRPC during startle. Moreover, axonal branches from acoustically driven neurones in the nRPC terminate on neurones in the nRG (Lingenhöhl & Friauf, 1994) . Pellet (1990) proposed that parallel pathways between the cochlear nuclei and the neck muscle motoneurones via the nRPC and nRG might mediate different components of the startle reflex in the head and neck. Such a parallel arrangement might explain a muscle response that simultaneously consists of a bilaterally uniform increase in neck EMG amplitude, perhaps mediated through one of the reticular nuclei, and a temporally advanced version of the RT movement, perhaps mediated by pre-movement facilitation or inhibition through the other reticular nucleus. Therefore, differences in the neuroanatomical pathways for the startle reflexes of the neck versus the limb muscles may explain why increased EMG amplitude was observed in the present study using neck muscles but was not observed previously in distal limb muscles (Valls-Solé et al. 1999) .
Kinematic response
Like the muscle response, the peak head kinematics occurred earlier and were of greater magnitude in ST trials than in RT trials. Once initiated, however, the temporal aspects of the movements observed in the ST and RT trials were remarkably similar. No differences in the relative timing of acceleration onset and peak angular head kinematics were observed between the ST and RT trials involving the rotation movement. For the flexion movement, differences between the ST and RT trials were present only during the acceleration interval. Within this acceleration interval, two contrary effects were observed. The subinterval between acceleration onset and peak angular acceleration was longer in flexion ST trials than in flexion RT trials, and the subinterval between peak angular acceleration and peak angular velocity was shorter in flexion ST trials than in flexion RT trials. The reason for this pattern and why it appeared only in the flexion movement is not known, but it may be related to a flexor bias in the startle reflex (Landis & Hunt, 1939; Davis, 1984) .
Although the analysis of EMG amplitude suggested that the RT movement was preserved on top of the startleinduced bias in ST trials, the movement kinematics were larger in ST trials than in RT trials. These two findings appeared to contradict each another. The arithmetic difference between the left and right muscle EMG amplitudes during rotation trials was similar in RT and ST trials (Fig. 3F) , and suggested that the force imbalance responsible for the head rotation might also be similar. Based on a similar force imbalance, similar angular kinematics might be expected during RT and ST trials. The kinematics, however, were clearly different between the RT and ST trials. The reason for this apparent discrepancy between the muscle and kinematic responses is not known; however, factors that might have contributed to this phenomenon are temporal summation due to possible differences in the rate of muscle activation, or the recruitment of different or additional motor units during ST trials.
Habituation
An unexpected finding in the present study was the absence of habituation in all four muscles during ST trials over the 15 min interval required for both blocks of trials (Fig. 4) . This finding contrasted sharply with the clear habituation observed over the three CT trials placed before, between and after the two movement blocks (Fig. 1) . This difference in habituation suggested that readiness to move facilitated the startle reflex. Moreover, since the first ST trial within each movement block was only preceded by mental preparation for that movement, practice was not needed for this readiness to facilitate the startle-induced muscle response.
Reduced habituation to startle has previously been reported in both MAS and SCM muscles using acoustic startle superimposed on a visual 'go' stimulus in an upper limb RT task (Valls-Solé et al. 1997; Valldeoriola et al. 1998) . The difference in habituation rates, namely the absence of habituation in the present study compared with the reduced habituation in the previous studies, might be explained by differences in subject readiness. Readiness to perform a voluntary RT task has been modelled using separate facilitated motor and sensory systems (Silverstein et al. 1981; Brunia, 1993) . The motor preparation aspects of the current RT task were similar to those of previous studies (Valls-Solé et al. 1997) , although the involvement of the SCM and MAS muscles was different. The SCM was a prime mover in the current study and the MAS may have helped stabilize the jaw during the rapid head movements. These muscles were probably not involved in the upper limb movements used by Valls-Solé et al. (1997) . Sensory facilitation in the current study, however, was probably quite different from that in these previous studies. In the current study, the warning, 'go' and startling stimuli were in the same modality, and therefore a facilitated auditory system may have generated a large afferent signal. In contrast, in previous studies (Valls-Solé et al. 1997; Valldeoriola et al. 1998 ) subjects were instructed to focus on a visual 'go' stimulus -a task that would have facilitated the visual system and may have inhibited the auditory system against an acoustic startle. A sensory-mediated difference in habituation rates between studies was consistent with previous reports of larger eye-blink EMG amplitudes during acoustic startle when subjects attended to acoustic rather than visual stimuli (Schicatano & Blumenthal, 1998; Lipp et al. 2000) . Whatever the explanation of the shortterm elimination of habituation observed here, an experimental protocol that eliminates habituation to startle allows increased use of acoustic startle as both a clinical and research tool to study the central nervous system.
A small asynchrony in the activation of the left and right SCM and PARA muscles during startled rotation movements suggested that subtle temporal aspects of the RT movement were preserved even when the movement was temporally advanced by the startling stimulus. If pre-activation of the right SCM muscle in a movement dominated by the left SCM is accepted as evidence of an anticipatory postural adjustment (APA), then the preservation, and indeed the scaling, of this activation asynchrony may be evidence that APAs and focal movements are coupled at or below the level of the brainstem. Although it was unclear whether this asynchrony represented an APA, startle may be a potentially novel method of studying the coupling of the focal and postural components of movements.
In summary, the results of the current neck muscle study showed that the acoustic startle reflex was facilitated by readiness to execute a RT task and that the reflexive muscle response evoked by startle could be sculpted by this same readiness. The similar onset latencies of the pure startle reflex and the startle-induced movements, combined with the consistent increase in EMG amplitude and movement kinematics from the RT trials to the ST trials, provided compelling evidence that startle-induced movements in the neck muscles were the summation of a startle response and a temporally advanced preprogrammed movement. Parallel neural pathways unique to the neck muscle motoneurones might explain why startle increased EMG amplitudes in the current study, but not in previous studies employing distal limb muscles.
